Left: Hat, Unknown, 1925–1930, USA, straw & grosgrain ribbon
Gift of Dr. Mrs. Charles Perlt Peterka, 1969.004.008

Right: Hats, unknown, 1955-1959, USA, straw & velvet
Gift of Margaret P. Grindereng, 1995.005.001
Sugar, creamer, salt & pepper shakers, Rosenthal LaLonde, N. J. painter, 1915-1920, Germany, porcelain
Gift of Mrs. John Gill, 1984.005.001
Left: Coat, André Courrèges, 1960–1965, France
Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Miles (Shirley) Fiterman, 1980.098.120a-b

Right: Three piece dress, unknown, 1860–1869, silk
Gift Julie Titcomb, 1964.009.003a-c
**Left:** Pumps, Gianni, 1960–1964, Iran, snake skin
Gift of Ellie Idstrom, 1978.034.001a-b

**Right:** Sandals, unknown, 1975–1979, leather & polywood
Gift of Linda Lacy, 1983.042.001a-b
Left & Right: Tea pot & cup, A. Richter, W. Pickard Studios, 1900–1910, USA, porcelain
Gift of Don Lee, 1980.003.002a-b
Left: Cocktail dress, Traina-Norell, 1950–1959, USA, fur
Gift of Audrae and Martin Diestler, 1996.004.028a-c

Right: Blouses, vest, and skirts, Bonnie Cashin, 1964, USA, suede
Gift of Helen and Philip Sills, 1980.077.017a-c
Left: Hat, Jacques Heim, 1964, France, fur & grosgrain ribbon
Gift of Lois K. Gibson, 2002.008.007

Right: Hat, unknown, 1918-1922, silk
Gift of Shannon Murphy Pulver, 1977.020.015
Left: Dress, Callot Soeurs, 1925, silk
Gift of Mrs. Roger (Katherine) Shepard, 1990.003.005a-b

Right: Dress, Elsa Schiaparelli, 1934, France, tricot
Anonymous Gift, 1984.014.028
Left: Saucer, A. Richter, W. Pickard Studios, 1900–1910, USA, porcelain
Gift of Don Lee, 1980.003.002a-b

Right: High back chair, Harry Bertoia, Knoll International, 1951–1952, USA, metal, aluminum, & wire mesh
Gift of Cary Forss, 1985.085.001a
Left: Teapot, Eva Zeisel, Castleton China Co., 1945–1949, USA, porcelain
Gift of Ayres and Marian-Orlolf Bagley, 0000.002.232a-b

Right: Plate, Warren Mackenzie, 1947, USA, stoneware
Gift of Harlan David Boss, 1983.024.001